For additional Sport Specific marks, please contact Kyle Muncy at licensing@uconn.edu. Do not attempt to recreate marks.
The Husky Dog is meant to be used in either full color or one color versions. It cannot be altered to simply remove light blue or red.

**PRIMARY HUSKY MARKS**
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**SECONDARY HUSKY MARKS**
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**HUSKY LOCKUP MARKS**
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**HUSKY LOCKUP SPORT SPECIFIC MARKS**

For additional Sport Specific marks, please contact Kyle Muncey at licensing@uconn.edu. Do not attempt to recreate marks.

**GENERAL INFORMATION**

- **LOCATION:** STORRS, CT
- **MASCOT:** HUSKY DOG
- **SCHOOL NICKNAMES:** HUSKIES, UCONN
- **ESTABLISHED DATE:** 1881
- **CONFERENCE:**
  - AMERICAN ATHLETIC
  - HOCKEY EAST (MEN’S & WOMEN’S)
  - BIG EAST (FIELD HOCKEY & WOMEN’S LACROSSE)
- **PRIMARY COLORS:** NAVY & WHITE

**COLOR INFORMATION**

- **NAVY:** MADEIRA 1243
- **WHITE:** MADEIRA 1002
- **RED:** MADEIRA 1147
- **GREY:** MADEIRA 1363
- **BLUE (DOG EYES ONLY):** MADEIRA 1319

*You must use the approved university colors or the “PANTONE” colors listed on this page. The colors on this page are not intended to match the PANTONE color standards.

NOTE: The marks of the University of Connecticut are controlled under a licensing program administered by The Collegiate Licensing Company. Any use of these marks will require written approval from The Collegiate Licensing Company.